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About

GIA PRISM
Gia Prism is a psychic medium, a trance
channel, and an InterDimensional Artist,
collaborating with celebrities and visionaries
beyond the veil to channel their cosmic
wisdom and transformational energies into
living works of art.
As a psychic medium and channeler, Gia is
able to connect with beings in the spirit world
and relay their words and wisdom. As a trance
medium, Gia merges with the energies of these
spirits, capturing their essence to project their
voices and mannerisms, radiating their unique
energetic imprint, and becoming the living
embodiment of their human expression.
Gia was born with a number of psychic gifts
and has been a professional in the field since
2015, when she began a private practice as a
healer and intuitive guide for clients around
the world. By helping people heal themselves
and master their spiritual connections, they
can learn to become InterDimensional, seeding
within their art and their lives unique codes of
awakening, healing, and transformation with
the power to change the world.
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AREAS OF

EXPERTISE
The spiritual mission of the artist and
how to master your divine connection
The intersection of neurodivergence,
artistic ability, and spiritual gifts
Spiritual healing concepts and how to
heal from emotional trauma
The “Third Wave” of spirituality: a new
paradigm of spiritual living
Lessons learned from connecting with
famous spirits from beyond the veil
Gia's story of turning a lifetime of
emotional struggles into her greatest
abilities as a psychic medium and healer

SUGGESTED

questions
How did you begin speaking to spirits on
the other side?
Can anyone connect with the famous
people you channel?
Who is your favorite spirit to connect to?
What does it feel like to connect to
spirits? How would we know if we are
connected ourselves?
What do you see the role of spirituality
playing for people in a post-Covid world?
What "InterDimensionality"? Is it only for
artists and creatives?
What role does trauma healing play in
both art and spirituality?

